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One week after moving into the caribbean 

and then striking the u.s. east coast as a cat-

egory 1 hurricane, irene arrived in Vermont 

on August 27, 2011.1 the storm caused 

widespread damage in 223 of the state’s 251 

towns and villages.2 severe flooding was 

particularly devastating for transportation 

infrastructure, requiring the Vermont Agency 

of transportation (Vtrans) to take a leading 

role in the recovery. the extent of the dam-

age, however, proved too much for a single 

agency to manage alone. Vtrans’ leader-

ship sought help from the state’s 11 regional 

planning commissions (RPcs) to assume 

responsibility for assessing needed local road 

repairs. 

While the RPcs were well positioned to 

assist because of their established relation-

ships and networks within the towns, their 

recovery activities often went beyond their 

typical scope of work. the collaboration 

between Vtrans and the RPcs offers lessons 

for disaster preparedness and recovery, both 

crucial elements for building more resilient 

communities. 
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irene’s impact
Although it had been downgraded from a hurricane to 
a tropical storm before making its final landfall in New 
England, Irene dropped up to eight inches of rain in parts 
of Vermont, contributing to the worst natural disaster in 
the state since severe flooding in 1927.3 Record-setting 
snow and rain earlier in the year had already saturated 
the ground, exacerbating the storm’s effects. Governor Pe-
ter Shumlin declared an emergency the day before Irene’s 
arrival, and President Obama signed a disaster declaration 
for the entire state after its passing. 

According to Pam Brangan, senior planner for the Chit-
tenden County RPC, “The magnitude of the problem 
started to become clear as the last flood waters receded. 

The 260 road closures [as estimated by VTrans the day 
after the storm] would prove to be a very low estimate.”4 
Irene impacted buildings and infrastructure across Ver-
mont, causing damage to:5

•	 3,500	homes	and	500	mobile	homes	

•	 629	historical	and	cultural	sites

•	 20,000	acres	of	farmland	

•	 220	businesses	(reported)

•	 Over	500	miles	of	state	highways	and	34	bridges	

•	 Over	2,000	town	road	segments,	963	culverts,	and	277			
 bridges

•	 14	covered	bridges,	one	of	which	was	destroyed6

•	 5	state-owned	railroad	bridges7

Map created by National Weather Service, Burlington, VT
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state’s Response
The state government effectively sprang into action,  
even as many offices, including the Emergency Opera-
tions Center in Waterbury, were flooded and needed to be 
relocated. Other agencies also participated in the recovery 
effort, such as the American Red Cross, which opened 
11 shelters across the state for 280 people,8 the Federal 
Emergency	Management	Agency	(FEMA),	and	the	Na-
tional Guard. Governor Shumlin responded to the damage 
and the necessary recovery efforts, saying about covered 
bridges: “When you see the number [of bridges] that 
went down rivers and streams in this storm you know 
that water levels were higher than what Vermont has 
ever experienced.  So this is new territory for all of us but 
we’re going to keep Vermont Vermont, and that means 
putting covered bridges back.”9 The recovery, of course, 
was far more extensive than repairing covered bridges and 
required a considerable mobilization of resources. 

As of late September 2011, costs to repair the state’s 
transportation system were estimated to be $700 mil-
lion.10 The source of this funding was the topic of debate 
as federal lawmakers struggled to agree on levels of as-

Fourteen of the state’s iconic covered bridges were damaged 
in the flooding that occurred as a result of Irene.  This bridge, 
carried by floodwaters into a field, and twelve others were able 
to be repaired.
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sistance. One month later, the figure was revised down to 
$100 – 250 million, greatly reducing the burden on the 
state’s finances and avoiding the need to raise additional 
tax revenue.11 Expedited procedures helped achieve the 
savings, as Vermont Deputy Secretary of Transportation 
Sue Minter explained: “When we are in an emergency, 
we don’t have to take on all of the normal construction 
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processes. Those extend from permitting at the federal 
and state [levels], to community outreach, to surveying, to 
negotiation and compensation for right of way.”12 

Temporarily reducing regulations saved not only money, 
but also time, as working hour rules were waived and 
contractors were allowed to extract gravel from streams.13 
In addition, administrators implemented an accelerated 
process for obtaining stream alteration permits, meaning 
that engineers could spend more time on-site at impacted 
steams and other waterways. 

Governor Shumlin’s first directive to VTrans was to recon-
nect 13 communities that were completely shut off from 
the state road system.14 Minter coordinated the agency’s 
recovery work and responded to this and other priorities, 
such as giving access to utility companies to restore power 
to the 50,000 who lost it. Establishing an east-west route 
across the state was also key, since only north-south travel 
was possible on the state’s major road network immedi-
ately after the storm.  

Members of the VTrans recovery team, recognizing the 
magnitude of the challenge and the limits of a single agen-
cy, approached Minter with their concerns about VTrans’ 
ability to meet its mission. She spoke with Lieutenant 
Governor Phil Scott about deploying the RPCs to estab-
lish an incident command system and take over as the link 
to the towns. A VTrans memorandum from September 
7 outlined the RPCs’ “major responsibilities associated 
with the coordination of assisting municipalities with the 
resources they need for the reconstruction of local roads 
below the major collector level,” allowing VTrans to focus 
on state and federal highways.15After this announcement, 
the RPCs took on new and critical roles. 

Regional Planning  
commissions:  
Knowledge and connections
Typically, Vermont’s RPCs are responsible for a variety 
of coordinated regional planning duties. County-level 
government does not exist in Vermont, so the RPCs’ mul-
tijurisdictional work fulfills an important role. They serve 
as a link between the state and municipalities, assisting 
those without staff planners or other administrators. In 
this context, they assume several traditional roles, includ-
ing:16

•	 Transportation	planning

•	 Land	use	planning	and	zoning

•	 Emergency	planning	and	preparedness

•	 Natural	resource	planning

•	 GIS	mapping	and	analysis

The RPCs’ transportation planning responsibilities are 
outlined in the state’s Transportation Planning Initiative 
(TPI),	established	in	1992	to	help	VTrans	comply	with	the	
new outreach expectations in the 1991 federal Intermodal 
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act.  The TPI requires 
increased consultation between VTrans and local offi-
cials and citizens in the transportation planning process. 
VTrans partnered and contracted with the state’s RPCs to 
implement the new program, since these regional groups 
already had years of planning experience and established 
credibility with local officials and the public. Each RPC 
operates a regional transportation advisory committee 
that prepares long-range plans and serves as a forum 
for participation and input on transportation priorities.  
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On average, about 10,500 trucks travel on each 
mile of the Interstate Highway System each day, and 
this number is expected to at least double by 2035 
as export rates increase and population growth 
increases demand for goods.1 Intermodal facili-
ties help to relieve congestion on roadways and at 
seaports, as customers can take advantage of ac-
cess to more cost-effective rail for long hauls. These 
specialized facilities, often also called inland ports, 
transfer goods between truck and rail but are not 
necessarily adjacent to waterways. Goods are often 
transferred in intermodal containers but can also 
be transferred through transloading. Such sites are 
often located outside of major metropolitan areas, 
where there may be sites in proximity to existing 
rail and highway infrastructure that are available 
for development.  They often function as economic 
hubs, attracting warehousing, transportation and lo-
gistics support services to help goods move through 
the supply chain. Savings in time and transportation 
costs benefit shippers, increasing productivity and 
competitiveness. 

As international trade continues to grow, it becomes 
increasingly important for manufacturing agri-
culture, and other industries to have strategically-

Other tasks include assisting with data collection and 
management such as infrastructure inventories, traffic 
counts, mapping, and project management.  These tasks 
are completed according to annual contracts with VTrans, 
and the RPCs’ basic roles in the TPI were codified in state 
statute in 2007.

In addition to their technical experience in transporta-
tion, the RPCs were an important post-Irene resource 
for VTrans because of their existing relationships with 
municipalities established through the TPI and other pro-
gram areas. RPCs such as the Southern Windsor County 
RPC and Two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Commission 
facilitate regular regional meetings to bring together the 
local road foremen, the individuals generally responsible 
for managing local roads issues. At these meetings, the 
road foremen often discuss issues such as access manage-
ment, vegetation control, mutual aid processes, capital 
programming, conflict management, safety inspections, 
and other topics relevant to local road managers.17  The 
relationships among the RPC staff and town employees 
built through this ongoing series of meetings took on new 
importance following the disaster.

While VTrans is only responsible for state highways, the 
municipalities maintain all other local roads and were 
accustomed to working with the RPCs on transportation 
planning and GIS mapping projects. After Irene, “VTrans 
was so consumed with recovery efforts on the state high-
way network that they needed assistance coordinating the 
local road network recovery,” says Brangan.18 RPCs also 
had established relationships with other state agencies and 
a network of volunteers. Beyond this local knowledge, 

the RPCs had a strong understanding of federal disaster 
funding, which was crucial for assisting a state adminis-
tration that had been in office less than one year before 
the storm.19 

In addition to the existing knowledge and relationships 
that the RPCs had developed, they also were positioned 
well to offer the state a seamless delivery system in which 
each region could be counted on to accomplish its tasks.  
But this had not always been the case.  The RPCs had 
contracted with the National Association of Development 
Organizations	(NADO)	in	early	2011	to	complete	an	as-
sessment of their strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities 
to improve. NADO used a team of national experts and 
peers	(executive	directors	from	similar	entities	in	other	
states)	to	analyze	the	governance,	work	programs,	and	
organizational capacity of the 11 RPCs by gathering feed-
back from their directors, staff, and policy board mem-
bers, the governor’s office, state and u.S. legislators, state 
agencies, and others.  Based on this information, NADO 
developed a report that outlined the findings and steps 
to improve consistency and position the RPCs to take on 
new challenges.

Peter Gregory, executive director of the Two Rivers-
Ottauquechee Regional Commission, cites the NADO 
statewide assessment as significant in the RPCs achieving 
the quality control necessary to perform at that high level 
across the state. Gregory says, “Going through the state-
wide assessment with NADO had a tremendous impact on 
our operations and ability to work as a cohesive statewide 
network.  Because the process involved outreach to so 
many agencies and individuals, Sue Minter was aware of 
the assessment report, the weaknesses that were identified, 
and the steps we had all taken to improve.  Knowing that, 
I think she was confident that we could perform when she 
called on the RPCs to assist VTrans with Irene recovery.”

Response and Recovery  
Activities
After Irene, the RPCs continued to rely on their local 
knowledge and connections to assist VTrans with spe-
cific tasks such as mapping and data collection, resource 
matching, communications, FEMA grants, and technical 
assistance. While many RPC staff performed these tasks 
in their own regions, others helped to establish a Regional 
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Coordination Center and provided support 
at the State Emergency Operations Center. 

Local Activities
VTrans specifically requested assistance 
from the RPCs with field work to cre-
ate detailed inventories of transportation 
infrastructure. According to Minter, her 
team at VTrans realized they would fail if 
they attempted to complete this task alone. 
The RPCs “came into the recovery efforts a 
week after the storm had hit, so there was 
already an overwhelming sense of urgency 
to quickly determine the magnitude of the 
damage to the local transportation net-
work,” says Brangan. “This urgency was 
compounded by the coming change of 
seasons” and the end of the normal con-
struction season.20

Because of their relationships with road 
foremen and other key community mem-
bers and knowledge of the local transpor-
tation network, the RPCs were able to 
identify damage to roads, bridges, culverts, 
and other assets. RPC staff “met with who-
ever would know what was going on in the 
town and where the damage was. This could be the town 
clerk, the road foreman, the town manager, or a consul-
tant who was brought on board to keep track of that,” 
says Katharine Otto, assistant planner for the Southern 
Windsor County RPC.21

Regional planning commission staff conducted fieldwork and met with key indi-
viduals to gather information about locations where roads, bridges, and culverts 
were washed out, where fallen trees and other debris needed to be removed, and 
where streams and rivers had changed course during the flooding.

In this role, RPCs also became involved with recovery 
project prioritization, development, and management.22 
No formal procedures for prioritizing roads to be re-
opened existed.  Instead, they aimed to increase access as 
quickly as possible by generally evaluating which routes 
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Global iii – Rochelle, illinois

In the town of Cavendish, the 
sudden volume of floodwa-

ters caused the Black River to 
dramatically change course and 

carve a 54-foot canyon at the 
edge of the village.  The co-loca-

tion of utilities with roadways 
caused additional problems, as 

in this case where 250 feet of 
roadway and wastewater line 

were destroyed.

and destinations were not being served and prioritizing 
roads that improved mobility and could be easily fixed.  
Each town’s road crew would assess priority based on the 
needs of the particular community, drawing on the road 
foremen’s local knowledge, such as which residences were 
only occupied seasonally. 

Although the storm’s damage was widespread across Ver-
mont, it was not equally distributed, with many impacted 
roads concentrated in the southern and central parts of 
the state. For example, the region served by the Southern 
Windsor County RPC, a rural area between the Green 
Mountains and the Connecticut River Valley, sustained 
damage to both major state highway routes as well as 
local roads, the majority of which are unpaved. The small 
towns in this region of 25,000 have limited resources and 
few paid staff, leading to a greater need for assistance 
after Irene. 

Many of the northern RPCs, whose towns suffered less 
damage, helped those in the southern regions through 
mutual aid agreements. This primarily consisted of assis-
tance with field work to assess damage, with the visiting 
staff working directly with the host RPC. The Regional 
Coordination Center helped to arrange the initial request 
for support, but the specifics about which towns needed 
assistance were addressed at the local level. The condition 
of roads was also a factor in matching RPCs, as not every 
heavily impacted region was equally accessible from other 
parts of the state.23 

Regional and State Coordination
To better manage the local activities of 11 regional organi-
zations, the RPCs set up a Regional Coordination Center 
(RCC),	located	at	the	Chittenden	County	Regional	Plan-
ning	Commission	(CCRPC),	the	state’s	only	Metropolitan	
Planning Organization. CCRPC staff ran the center with 
assistance from other northern RPCs’ staff, whose regions 

suffered less damage. Consultants, the Vermont League of 
Cities and Towns, and the Associated General Contractors 
of Vermont were also involved with the communication 
and mobilization activities at the RCC.24 

In addition to matching RPC staff to aid in local assis-
tance with damage assessments, the RCC’s main respon-
sibility was compiling and distributing information about 
damaged infrastructure.  The RCC developed an assess-
ment form to collect information about the condition of 
roads, bridges, and culverts. The field sheet, which was 
eventually refined four times to improve data collection, 
compiled information about the damaged asset, repair 
prioritization and needs, and detours in place. The final 
version of the form was flexible enough to be used for 
different towns in different situations. The RCC at first 
received daily status reports, eventually moving to weekly 
update emails. Staff continuously updated the database 
and distributed maps of impacted assets and road sta-
tuses. 

By the first week of October 2011, the RCC had compiled 
2,500 damage assessment forms. Having accurate knowl-
edge of the extent of the damage was an essential aspect 
in planning the rest of the recovery, and would not have 
been possible without the RPCs’ involvement. 

Other critical actions performed by the RCC included co-
ordinating with FEMA, collecting municipal unmet needs, 
and preparing materials for use by local officials. The 
RCC was also an important information source, posting 
updates on the Internet and serving as the State of Ver-
mont Irene Recovery Call Center for two weeks.25

In addition to assisting at the RCC, RPCs had a crucial 
role	at	the	State	Emergency	Operations	Center	(EOC).	
Vermont Emergency Management, a division of Vermont 
Public Safety, oversees and operates the EOC. Outside 
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of disaster circumstances, the EOC typically 
maintains communication with multiple agen-
cies and issues daily situation reports. This 
communication network includes an emer-
gency planning liaison from each RPC that is 
responsible for reporting to local communi-
ties. Vermont Emergency Management also 
has a strong partnership with RPCs to deliver 
nationally standardized emergency manage-
ment programs to Vermont municipalities.  
Leading up to Irene’s arrival, RPC staff 
were on standby to assist, anticipating the 
need for a network across the state. During 
disaster response and recovery operations, 
the EOC coordinates a collaborative ap-
proach across all levels of government and 
nongovernmental agencies such as the American  
Red Cross to meet the needs of Vermonters.
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After the storm, the EOC recognized the need to have all 
state support functions staffed immediately and requested 
assistance from the RPCs. The RPC staff with previous 
EOC experience also identified the need to fill in at the 
state level. Their tasks included mapping, preparing situ-
ation reports, coordinating resources, and maintaining 
connections with the towns. According to Shaun Cole-
man, senior planner for the Northwest RPC, this support 
“added capacity to a very understaffed state EOC at the 
time,” and raised awareness of what a valuable resource 
the RPCs are to the state agencies.26

Other Assistance
RPCs also assisted with administering the FEMA Public 
Assistance Grant Program. According to FEMA, the pro-
gram “provides supplemental Federal disaster grant assis-
tance for debris removal, emergency protective measures, 
and the repair, replacement, or restoration of disaster-
damaged, publicly owned facilities” and “encourages 
protection of these damaged facilities from future events 
by providing assistance for hazard mitigation measures 
during the recovery process.”27 The RPCs coordinated 
meetings and briefings and processed paperwork to assist 
with applications. RPC representatives were present on 
FEMA site visits to communities seeking assistance. Data 
and maps created from the field sheets were also helpful 
in this process. As of June 2012, FEMA staff remained in 
Vermont assisting with long-term recovery planning. 
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Lessons Learned
The role of Vermont’s RPCs in responding to transporta-
tion system recovery is unique to the individual region 
or town, since Irene affected each differently and the 
response by their governing bodies varied. For example, 
this small community context affected the collection of 
damage reports. According to Otto, “Each of the towns 
have different characteristics—they’re very topographi-
cally different even though they’re right next door. One 
town could have a lot of stream bank instability, while 
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another town was suffering more from inundation and 
other issues. We really couldn’t make generalizations that 
situations in neighboring towns were the same.”28 The 
problems facing Vermont after Irene were very localized. 

Overall, the state achieved a successful recovery after 
Irene. Most damaged bridges and roads were reopened 
by the end of December, thanks in part to a mild fall and 
winter that extended the construction season and the 
extraordinary efforts of all those involved in the recov-
ery efforts. Tourism outreach ensured that visitors in 
search of fall foliage and snowy slopes knew that they 
were welcome on the state’s roads. Among the reasons 
for a successful outcome, Minter cited “partnerships and 
innovation—thinking on the ground, connecting in ways 
we never had before. We reached out. We knew instantly 
that VTrans couldn’t do this by ourselves.”29  

Despite this accomplishment, Otto indentified several 
ways RPCs’ involvement could be more effective in the fu-
ture. First, the RPCs recognized a need to formalize their 
role in emergency response assisting VTrans and other 
state agencies, so the roles and responsibilities of each 
organization are clear and the RPCs can adequately pre-
pare their staff. Second, increased communication among 
different agencies could have improved the collection of 
information. The magnitude of the disaster required those 
involved in the recovery to share a large amount of data, 
which sometimes resulted in redundancy.  

To that end, it is important to create systems for maintain-
ing clear communication before, during, and after emer-
gencies. Without standardization, information and data 
demands can quickly become overwhelming. Referring 
to the damage assessment form that was revised multiple 
times, Otto’s advice is to “collect some information and 

collect it well—don’t try to collect as much as you pos-
sibly could. You’ll never collect it all, and you’ll just get 
frustrated.”30

Emergency Preparedness
One of the most important outcomes from the Irene 
recovery was the recognized need for increased disaster 
planning. Peter Gregory, executive director of the Two 
Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional Commission, organized 
coordinated incident command system training for all of 
Vermont’s RPC directors as well as many senior transpor-
tation planners. Other staff can continually expand their 
training and knowledge to be better equipped when called 
to assist. For example, the RPCs deliver additional inci-
dent command system and emergency medical dispatch 
training to rural areas.

The Irene recovery helped Vermont realize the value of the 
State Emergency Operations Center and reflect on how it 
could be improved. Before the storm, the state administra-
tion did not have a full understanding of the EOC’s daily 
functions or its role in an emergency. Since then, adminis-
trators have visited the center in an effort to identify roles 
and responsibilities in all state support functions. After 
witnessing the contribution of the RPC staff’s involvement 
in the recovery, the state and the EOC aim to train three 
members of each RPC to function in an emergency.31

Disaster response can be more effective if the organiza-
tions involved have an understanding of their responsibili-
ties prior to the event. Without predefined roles, Otto says 
the RPCs had “a variety of hurdles to overcome—issues 
with funding, new roles being taken, procedures, prod-
ucts, services, and information exchange. Everything was 
a moving target.”32 Vermont’s emergency response plan, 
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developed in 2012, will specifically articulate the role 
of RPCs and other agencies in responding to a disaster 
to minimize delay in mobilizing resources. In addition, 
the RPCs will execute memoranda of understanding and 
agreement with various state agencies to establish funding 
provisions. Having formalized relationships in place will 
significantly reduce the learning curve and response time 
in the event of future emergencies. 

The state and the RPCs have placed particular emphasis 
on preparing for future floods. One element of this is the 
increasing use of fluvial erosion studies. These studies 
promote understanding of how streams move and how 
they are likely to change in natural disasters, helping to 
identify facilities that are at a higher risk for damage. This 
information can be used in transportation enhancement 
grant assessments and in local zoning and other regula-
tions that restrict development in fluvial erosion hazard 
areas. Certified flood plain managers will also play an 
increased role with RPC disaster activities. 
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Looking Forward
In May 2012, Governor Shumlin signed the largest 
transportation bill in Vermont’s history, a $658 million 
spending plan for highway repair and construction, citing 
lessons learned from Irene that will help save time and 
money completing projects. When announcing the legisla-
tion, Shumlin said, “We made a promise to Vermonters 
that we would rebuild Vermont better than Irene found 
us—this transportation bill reflects that commitment.”33

Several months into the new construction season, which 
started in April 2012, Vermont agencies are participat-
ing in ongoing discussions about how to learn from and 
improve upon the Irene experience. While no policies or 
procedures have yet been formalized, networks of coordi-
nation and communication are being evaluated to ensure 
they will be most effective in the event of another disaster. 
These efforts will help to ensure that the RPCs and com-
munities are better positioned for long-term resiliency. 

The Vermont RPCs’ role in the Irene recovery was the subject  
of a NADO Research Foundation webinar, held on June 8, 2012.  

A recording is available at www.NADO.org.  
For more information about the RPCs, visit www.VAPDA.org. 
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All hands On Deck: two Rivers-Ottauquechee  
Regional commission

the two Rivers-Ottauquechee Regional commission (tRORc) offers an example of how irene 
itself, as well as the partnership with Vtrans, affected RPc normal operations. immediately 
after the storm, tRORc sent staff to the state emergency Operations center because they had 
existing knowledge of how it operated. Once Vtrans turned over assessment of all local roads 
to the RPcs, however, the situation required “all hands on deck,” with the whole office focused 
on recovery for the six weeks following the storm. After that point, executive Director Peter 
Gregory was able to reassign staff to the regular work plan.

tRORc was well prepared to respond in an emergency, with many staff already familiar with 
incident command system response and other aspects of emergency management. the staff 
includes experienced Gis analysts and certified flood plain managers that were able to offer 
technical assistance. the post-irene experience exposed the entire organization to the breadth of 
tasks involved with disaster recovery, revealing new components and complementary issues to 
staff with different areas of expertise. According to Gregory, this cross-training was “a wonder-
ful opportunity for many of us to quickly expand our exposure to new skills.”

Because all of Vermont’s RPcs have well-developed Gis mapping capabilities, Gregory specu-
lated that they would likely have provided road maps with damage locations to FeMA crews 
regardless of whether or not they were formally engaged with Vtrans. Assuming this responsi-
bility was a “natural role to play” for the RPcs, but the partnerships with Vtrans and among 
RPcs made their responsibilities more “consistent across the state and formalized.”

Source: Peter Gregory, personal communication with Kate Humphrey.
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About the NADO Research Foundation

Founded in 1988, the NADO Research Foundation is the 
nonprofit research affiliate of the National Association 
of Development Organizations (NADO). the NADO 
Research Foundation identifies, studies, and promotes 
regional solutions and approaches to improving local 
prosperity and services through the nationwide network 
of regional development organizations. the Research 
Foundation shares best practices and offers professional 
development training, analyzes the impact of federal poli-
cies and programs on regional development organizations, 
and examines the latest developments and trends in small 
metropolitan and rural America. Most importantly, the 
Research Foundation is helping bridge the communica-
tions gap among practitioners, researchers and policy 
makers. 

this report was authored by NADO Graduate Research 
Fellow Kate humphrey with guidance from Associate 
Director carrie Kissel. We thank all the individuals who 
provided information and images and those who con-
sented to be interviewed. this work is supported by the 
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